FOCUS LA
This year’s Focus LA section, curated by Amanda Hunt (Director of Public Programs & Creative Practice, Lucas Museum of Narrative Art), celebrates work by artists who are emerging, whose narratives or practices may be lesser known, and whose use of material — either of the exhibition space, the body, or (non-) traditional form — is done in powerful and innovative ways. Championed by galleries who are dedicated to upholding their work, the artists featured in each booth represent equally ambitious approaches to making.

The selections highlighted in this section of Frieze Los Angeles range from the political to the personal, and often in ways that are overlapping. The diversity of expression featured here is a way of mapping this sprawling city, capturing some of its freshest offerings, collaborations and cultural expressions.

Behind each presentation is a story to be discovered.

Baert Gallery, Ilidora Margellos, Paolo Colombo F2
Bel Ami, Ben Sakaguchi F3
Luis De Jesus Los Angeles, Rodrigo Valenzuela F9
Garden, Sarah Rosalena Brady F5
Gattopardo, Dirk Knibbe, Gabriel Madan F7
In Lieu, Ficus Interfaith, Pauline Shaw F10
Charlie James Gallery, Patrick Martinez, Jay Lynn Gomez F11
Marta, Minjae Kim, Chase Biado & Antonio Pinter F4
Parker Gallery, Melvino Garretti, Troy Lamarr Chew II F8
Stanley’s, Timo Fabler, Amia Yokoyama F6
Stars, Eric-Paul Riege F1
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**FRIEZE PROJECTS**
Frieze Projects is an anchor program of Frieze Los Angeles, bringing together a compelling program of artists and initiatives within the fair and its surroundings.

Artist Tanya Aguiñiga is presenting BIPOC Exchange, a special section highlighting ten of Los Angeles’ artist-led social-impact initiatives. Other highlights include large-scale multi-disciplinary works, in and around the fair.

By the fair’s entrance, discover five works by:

**Alma Allen**
*Not Yet Titled* (2021)
Blum & Poe

**Mel Bochner**
*Street Sign (Seriously?)* (2022)
Marc Selwyn Fine Art

**Woody De Othello**
*Fountain* (2021)
Karma, New York and Jessica Silverman Gallery

**Olivia Erlanger**
*Parallel Object* (2022)
Soft Opening

**Hannah Greely**
*Rascal* (1999/2021)
Parker Gallery

**Glenn Kaino**
*Revolutions* (2021)
PACE

---

In the Beverly Hilton’s Wilshire Garden, discover two works by:

**Beatriz Cortez**
*Ilopango, Stela B, 536-2022* (2022)
Commonwealth and Council

**Isabel Yellin**
*The Pillar of the Intangible* (2022)
LAND (Los Angeles Nomadic Division)

**PUBLICATIONS**
frieze magazine is available to buy online. Pick up a copy of the below for free at the fair:

*Financial Times*
*Frieze* Week
*The Art Newspaper*

**TOURS**
Discover fascinating highlights with guided tours of the fair. To book, visit the tours desk.

**DIGITAL MAP**
Scan the QR code to explore the digital version of the map

@friezeofficial
#frieze #friezeweek
Deutsche Bank “Artists of the Year”
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